
THE CHALLENGE
Robots that are highly dependent on WIFI
connection often results in the need for human
intervention. Concrete gaps and poor flooring
contribute to the contact disruptions with the
robot, leading to disconnections of the robot
while they are in the midst of transferring pallets.
In such cases, warehouse technicians are
required to intervene and locate the lost robot,
resulting in the loss of valuable man hours. 

THE BACKGROUND
Our client is one of the top 10 IT providers in the
world, and is a Fortune500 company. As a world-
class end-to-end IT services provider, with over
80 years’ experience working with organisations
from all sectors around the globe, our client
offers a full range of technology products,
solutions and services.
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SWorkflow software -
allows reconfigurable
business workflows
Sensors & IoT - creates
missions based on
sensor inputs 
Latching Mechanism -
allows automated
movements of trolleys

Features: 



1Robust Functionalities
Works with any floor
condition, can carry 150kg,
easy to use 2Remote Usage

Remotely monitor robot
usage from the tablet

3Distance
Travelled
Average distance travelled
per week : 20 km 4Increased

Productivity
> 1600 trolley movements within
the first month of implementation

KM's solution address's the client challenges
through the use an AMR developed by Mobile
Industry Robot (MiR), MiR200 with LM200.
LM200 is a latching mechanism which will latch
on the on the trolleys specially designed by KM
to transport pallets. The Mir200 operates on
sensor inputs which eliminates the probability
of losing connection on concrete gaps and bad
flooring. In the first phase, the robot is used to
transport 4 trolleys in the manufacturing
warehouse. In addition, KM built a dashboard
that is used with a tablet to keep track of the
number of trips to determine the efficiency of
the robot.

Phase 1 Phase 2
The second phase of this implementation
includes an increased number of trolleys so that
it can be used in other missions around other
parts of the warehouse. Additionally, there will
be an increased number of intuitive dashboard
at all stations to facilitate users ensuring a
smoother flow of operation.
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